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Ripon Printers received several honors in the 2015 Graphic Excellence Awards. The competition
recognizes superb craftsmanship in the design, creation and production of top-quality printed
materials. Sponsored by the Great Lakes Graphics Association (GLGA), printing and finishing
companies throughout Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin enter the contest each year.
The team of judges is composed of experts in the graphic communications industry. An entry is
judged first on technical expertise and the quality of printing, then on design features and overall
graphic appeal. Companies do not need to be members of GLGA to enter the contest.
Assisted by the outstanding creativity of its clients, Ripon Printers captured one Best of Division
and two Best of Category Awards. “Profire Grills” by Everglow Gas Lamps & Torches won Best of
Division honors for Brochures and Broadsides (4 or more colors).
The first Best of Category winner was “Wisconsin in Print 2015,” published by University of
Wisconsin Press. The category encompassed Web Press Printing, Uncoated Paper (4 or more
colors) Coldset.
Winner of the second Best of Category award was “UCC Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors,” a
piece produced by Marketing & Print Services. The victory came in the Web Press Printing, Coated
or Uncoated Paper (1, 2 or 3 colors) category.
“Our craftspeople consistently demonstrate their ability to compete at the highest levels. Their
commitment to excellence helps us attract and retain customers who likewise demand the very
best in quality printing,” says Ripon Printers’ President and CEO Andy Lyke.
About Ripon Printers
Ripon Printers serves small to mid-sized catalog marketers and publishers, producing catalogs,
direct mail and directories as well as manuals and soft-cover educational products. Founded in
1962 with just 13 employees, Ripon Printers is now more than 320 employees strong and
equipped with the latest technologies from premedia through fulfillment and distribution. Linking
the company’s capabilities together is an obsessive devotion to customer delight that places client
satisfaction above any other business goals.
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